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The Road to 2025: Regional Lifesaving Workshop 

Notes 
 

 

 
Region 
Pacific   
 
Challenge 
Lack of resources 
 
Defining the Challenge  
Lack of staffing resources, lack of progressive staff and issues with board members. 
 
Generating Solutions  
Expansion of a volunteer program, implementation of a mentorship program to increase 
volunteer retention and effectiveness, provide feedback and a reward system. Define 
employees’ jobs clearly to encourage progressiveness and check by-laws for term limits for 
board members as well as hiring board members based on specific skills. 
 
Prioritizing Solutions  
Volunteer management via a tiered system with a mentorship program and clear job 
descriptions as well as exploring means of changing up board members. 
 
 
Challenge 
Lack of external support 
 
Defining the Challenge  
There is a need to bring different groups together to work as a team and to define a clear 
mission statement. 
 
Generating Solutions  
Form a coalition by taking baby steps and getting champions on board first. Form a mission 
statement as a coalition that includes a contract with a cooperation clause. Create a steering 
committee to help guide the coalition. 
 
Prioritizing Solutions  
Form a coalition to operate under one mission, headed by a steering committee. 
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Challenge 
Big dogs 
 
Defining the Challenge  
Housing, finding foster families that can train large dogs, demand for big dogs less than that of 
small dogs, as the public has negative perceptions of large breeds and in particular pit bull 
breeds. 
 
Generating Solutions  
Develop a slumber party program to help get dogs out of the shelter and increase adoption 
rates, look to temporary foster families to help big dogs get training and take a break from the 
shelter. Remove breed from the conversation and focus instead on behavior to take the stigma 
out of pit bull terriers, get adoptable dogs out in the community and change the marketing for 
large breeds, such as dressing them up and painting their nails. 
 
Prioritizing Solutions  
Develop short-term foster and slumber party program, get dogs out into the community, try 
new and creative marketing solutions, and remove breed from the conversation. 
 
 
Challenge 
Community cats 
 
Defining the Challenge  
Unprogressive leadership and ACOs as well as a resistant public and health concerns as a result 
of holding onto cats for too long.  
 
Generating Solutions  
Try a pilot program to ease public concerns, equate community cats to wildlife to help the 
public better understand the issue, convert citizens into trappers and use data-driven evidence 
to communicate the effectiveness of return-to-field programs. Present the concept to the 
public in a way that is easy for them to understand and invite all cat groups to participate in the 
discussion. 
 
Prioritizing Solutions  
Data-driven conversation, pilot program, citizen trappers, and bringing cat groups together 
around the issue. 


